Time for a Cool
Down

When your child is angry or upset, let them cool down by
choosing one of the options on this chart. PRINT THIS CHART
and be ready for the next time your child needs a cool down.

RESOURCES FOR
FOSTER PARENTS
You are not alone. Here are
some resources to help you along
your foster care journey.
Foster Care Month
Position Statements
Foster Parent College
Foster Parent Bill of Rights
Foster Children Bill of Rights
Code of Ethics
Additional Links and Resources
The Journey | A Guide and Journal

MAY IS NATIONAL
FOSTER CARE
MONTH
Thank you for all the many things
you do for Iowa’s children.

VIDEOS OFFER GUIDANCE FOR
ADOPTIVE PARENTS
The Attachment and Bonding Center of Ohio
has posted brief videos to encourage
connections between parents and their
adopted children. The videos explore the
effect of trauma on children and how parents
may respond.



No Anger Zone: Maintaining a Peaceful
Emotional Climate in Adoptive Families
The Impact of Trauma on Child Development

May is Mental Health
Awareness Month
Check out these helpful links for families and professionals:


Selecting and Working with a Therapist Skilled in Adoption



Family Guide for Children with Mental Health Needs



CNN ARTICLE: I Was an Accomplice to My Brother's Suicide



Responding to Youth with Mental Health Needs – A First
Responder Guide

Nix Morning Chaos with
This Two-Part Routine

WHAT IS A MENTAL HEALTH
CRISIS & WHAT TO EXPECT
WHEN ONE OCCURS
How do I know if my child is having a crisis
or a mental health emergency?
There are times when a parent needs help quickly –
when children can’t calm down, are uncontrollable or
may be in sudden danger of hurting themselves or
others.

If your mornings constantly feel chaotic, then
it may be time to establish a bit of routine.
Learn how DIY breakfasts, night-before
preparation, and even screen time can work
wonders for your child with ADHD.
Ah, mornings. Remember the days of slow-roasted
coffee over an outstretched Sports page? Or a
stationary bike ride with Matt Lauer and Al Roker?
As any parent of a child with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) knows, the leisurely
morning is gone forever. From now on, we are
perpetually trying to beat the clock, sometimes
while beating our heads against the wall, getting our
kids to wake up (or in the case of early risers,
making sure they are safe), fed, dressed, washed,
and ready to go.
Parents of kids who don’t have ADHD are amazed
to hear about the measures ADHD families take to
get through a morning. We come up with all kinds
of ways to make our morning routine for kids as
seamless as possible, but in most cases, our struggle
remains. Here’s what eased my mornings while
raising two daughters, one with ADHD.
Click Here to Read More

A crisis situation exists any time that your child is no
longer safe to himself or others or when there is a need
for immediate action or intervention. It is usually a time
when all of your energies are being demanded in order
to care of your child. Some signs that your child may
be experiencing a mental health crisis include:











Rapid mood swings
Extreme energy or lack of it, sleeping all the time, or
being unable to sleep
Severe agitation, pacing,
Talking very rapidly or non-stop
Confused thinking or irrational thoughts
Thinking everyone is out to get them or seeming to
lose touch with reality
If they are experiencing hallucinations or delusions
Making threats to others or themselves
Isolating themselves from friends and family, not
coming out of their room
Not eating or eating all the time, rapid weight loss or
gain

Click Here to Read More

